The Will of Others
Coercion, Captivity, and Choice in Late Antiquity

ABSTRACT Scholarly reflections on the concept of the will as it is articulated in late ancient texts have centered on the male individual and the difficulties he faces as he tries to train or direct his intentions. By contrast, in this article we seek to explore late ancient concepts and negotiations of the will by considering a cluster of ancient Jewish and Christian narrative scenarios in which women are under the threat of sexual assault. Rather than a split between warring parts of one person, these narratives treat moments when the will of one actor is in conflict with the will of another. Thus, these scenarios raise questions that cannot otherwise be accessed about human intention, agency, and subjectivity, and their limitations by social and cultural realities. We argue that these cases should be viewed not as the marginal troubles that sometimes happen to women, but as expressions of the fundamental problems at the heart of the theories of the will embraced within late ancient Judaism and Christianity. KEYWORDS Will, Early Christianity, Ancient Judaism, Sexual Assault, Women

1. INTRODUCTION
In Jewish and Christian writings from the ancient world, the will is a troubled thing. When we confront it in the most well-attended sources from these traditions, it is baffling, unruly, divided. Already in the first century, Paul the apostle was wondering what he should do when he found himself acting against his interests, and even his own explicitly stated desires. “I do not understand my own actions,” he wrote, “for I do not do what I want, but the very thing that I hate” (Rom 7.15). Later Christian writers identified with Paul, taking up and elaborating his lament about the impossibility of harnessing the human will.¹

As early as the second century, Jewish texts began to describe a similar situation, in which an inclination, resident in the body, leads one to act against one’s

interests. This inclination, or yetzer, was not entirely uncontrollable, but could, at least in early rabbinic thought, be trained in some way; later sources were less optimistic, picturing the yetzer as a demonic force that inhabited the human being and claimed his faculties in part. At the same time as the demonic cast of the yetzer was taking shape in rabbinic discussions, Augustine of Hippo, the prolific North African Christian writer, was himself thumbing the edges of the troubled will. In his view, an undisciplined nature existed in each human being, empowering actions and words that took human beings toward their baser needs and away from God and all that was best to serve God. Despite their disparate temporal and geographic contexts, these three lines of psychological exploration converged: they agree that the central issue in the contemplation of the will is that of self-control, namely, the inability to muster it when it is necessary.

Scholars of the ancient world often write about these explorations as if they were intended to elaborate a problem common to all human beings. It is clear, though, that this is to grant too much. The late ancient authors who reflected on the troubled will held no such universality in mind. The problem that interested them—instability and division—only arose in certain circumstances, for certain persons. The limits of the problem as they conceived it are visible in the choices they made to illustrate their points. Paul, for example, hoped that his will might finally be ruled when he stopped “being a slave to the law of sin” and became instead a “slave to the law of God” (Rom 7:25). That Paul could take slavery as a metaphor for his internal difficulty points up the obvious fact: Paul was neither a slave nor a master, but a free man. For their part, the writers who discuss the yetzer imagine it to be a distracting force, specifically something that removes a person from study and potentially incites to illicit sex. The person who must weather such distractions is the person who has a life of study to be distracted from, who in ancient Judaism was necessarily a free man. Augustine’s ruminations on his desires to commit petty thievery (or his musings on the uncontrollable movements of his members) show us clearly what kind of
subject Augustine has in mind when he speaks about the instability of the will. Augustine the writer was not a thieving boy; the rabbinic compilers were not men lacking the discipline to study; Paul was not a slave. Yet, their choices to imagine their failings of will through these particular situations impress upon us that their explorations were limited to one kind of human being. Recent work to investigate the role of non-human actors in human regimes of discipline have expanded this subject a bit beyond its normal bounds, adding angels or demons as co-actors, but such scholarship has not displaced the traditional subject that was thought to experience the troubles of the will: a free male adult.6

The constricted nature of ancient reflections on the will and its subject has long been acknowledged by scholars and critics, but awareness of this limitation has not moved scholarly approaches to the will; Paul, Augustine, and the rabbis who wrote on the yetzer remain the primary loci of investigation. Perhaps this is the result of their status as “classics” within their traditions; what else could be read to grasp the shape of the will as ancient people imagined it? There are, in fact, many other resources available from the ancient world from which we can learn. To access them, we need to detach from philosophical discussions of the will and turn to narratives about the exercise of or the establishment of the will, particularly in those cases of human beings who are not free, male, or adult. Such scenarios often appear to be hypothetical, but we submit that they are no more or less real than the constructed struggles of the troubled man who cannot discipline himself to do what he should. Through such narratives, we can grasp thought about the will being aired and at times exorcised.

In this article we consider one cluster of narrative scenarios that appear in late ancient Jewish and Christian writings of a variety of genres, in which women are somehow under the threat of sexual assault. As we will show, this one circumstance reveals the deficiencies in the usual assumptions about the will, exposes disconnections of thought about human nature and agency, and demonstrates the pervasiveness of the notion of the troubled will in late ancient thought. Historians who wish to understand ancient conceptualizations of the will, and consequently, the person, would do well to view these cases not as the marginal troubles that sometimes happen to women, but as expressions of

the fundamental problems at the heart of the theories of the will embraced within Judaism and Christianity. In short, this is not an article about women’s issues; it is about the historical topic of the will as it can be explored through some of the most fungible subjects depicted in Late Antiquity, namely, women.

The texts that guide our inquiry range in date from the early third century to the mid-sixth century C.E., and traverse different regions of the late ancient world, from Milan in the west to Sasanian Babylonia in the east. These texts include legal codices, scholastic discussions, theological treatises, sermons, letters, and homilies. Our purpose is not to draw a direct line of historical development through the period, nor to trace connections of derivation or literary influence between the different texts: such connections are for the most part highly unlikely or, at the very least, unverifiable. Instead, our premise is that the problem of the will, and particularly of the will’s force and function in sexual contexts, is shared among late ancient Jews and Christians because of a common Jewish-Hellenistic heritage that coupled the biblical injunction to avoid illicit sex (porneia or zenut) with the Greek ethos of controlling one’s passions.7

When Jews and Christians in Late Antiquity debated the question of will and agency in sexual encounters, they were not necessarily responding to each other as much as they were responding to a shared paradigm according to which control of sexual behavior and of sexual desire is a manifestation of the inner truth of one’s piety and virtue. As we will show, this paradigm is challenged and disrupted when women’s involuntary sexual encounters are raised for consideration and come under scrutiny in Late Antiquity. The similarities in response to this challenge present in texts from coeval but disparate contexts speak to the pervasiveness of the underlying paradigm, more so than to any possible acquaintance or continuity between those contexts. As we explain in the conclusion, our study demonstrates the value of approaching late ancient sources with methods that exceed the traditional concerns with tracing textual influence, establishing priority, or showing historical dependence.

2. SEXUAL COERCION AND THE PROBLEM OF THE WILL

“Rape is a most detestable crime,” wrote the distinguished British judge Sir Matthew Hale in the 17th century, “but it must be remembered that it is an accusation easily to be made and hard to be proved,”8 because the crux of this

---

felony lies in the ephemeral and intangible realm of will and consent. Hale’s statement puts forth the juridical principle that guided the English and American court systems for centuries: that in rape cases “it is the victim, not the defendant, who is on trial.” Both in order to incriminate the attacker and in order to exonerate the victim from the guilt of illicit sex, the victim must prove in every way possible that she truly and genuinely did not want the sexual contact. But how can “will” or lack thereof, ostensibly an inner state, be established in a court of law? If the line between guilt and guiltlessness is drawn in the subjective workings of the victim’s mind, is it possible to re-draw this line as an objective fact?

This question has been confounding legislators and jurists for at least 3500 years, as is evident by the law codes of the Ancient Near East, Greece, and Rome. Consent was usually immaterial in cases of sex with an unmarried or unbetrothed woman, which until the first centuries of the Common Era were adjudicated as proprietary offenses against that woman’s guardian and were remedied strictly through monetary compensations. However, in cases of illicit sex with a married or betrothed woman, which had criminal as well as proprietary repercussions, the question of the woman’s consent or lack thereof emerges time and again as the hinge on which both the perpetrator’s and the woman’s fates hang (assuming the woman in question was free, and not a slave or a prostitute whose consent was entirely inconsequential). The assumption that underlies these law codes’ treatment of sexual coercion is that the victim’s own testimony regarding her consent is immaterial. Whether a given juridical system does not even allow women to attend courts or give


testimonies, considers women’s testimonies to be automatically suspect and unreliable (since a woman has much to lose if she fails to prove that the illicit sex was forced upon her), or simply sees the victim’s and perpetrator’s testimonies as cancelling each other out (what is known as “he-said-she-said”) — it is assumed that the court must determine the victim’s will without much or any regard for what the victim says she did or did not want.

To this day, the reluctance to rely on the victim’s own testimony means that her subjective will must be determined using ostensibly objective factors, and only if a sexual assault meets those “objective” requirements does it qualify as what Susan Estrich called “real rape.” According to Estrich, both among legal professionals and in the larger public, the “reality” of a rape charge is assessed based on (1) the force exercised by the rapist, (2) the violent and visible resistance of the victim, and (3) the level of acquaintance between the rapist and the victim. “Real rape” is thus associated with one quintessential scenario: a stranger (preferably a stranger whose race is different from the victim’s) forceful penetrates a woman (preferably a virgin), presumably while threatening to kill her, while she resists in every way — screaming, scratching, biting, hitting — for as long as she can, hopefully with witnesses to corroborate that.12 Failure to show resistance, previous acquaintance with the attacker, or lack of evidence for the use of force immediately raise the question (among police officers, judges, relatives, media consumers, and not least of all the victim herself) whether the case at hand indeed qualifies as “rape” and oftentimes lead to lesser charges, if not altogether to a dismissal of the case.13

Similar attempts to establish what we will call here “mechanisms of measurement” for the victim’s will or lack thereof can be traced in a host of ancient legal texts. To determine whether a woman in a given case consented or not, legislators scrutinized factors like violence, distance from the woman’s home, relation to the offender, evidence of resistance, and other variables. At stake in establishing the woman’s consent were not only the repercussions for the attacker, but also and usually more urgently repercussions for the woman herself, notably if she was married or betrothed. In those cases the question of the woman’s mental disposition vis-à-vis a sex act with a man other than her husband or fiancé charted the line separating innocence from adultery, and hence often the line


between her life and her death. The book of Deuteronomy, for example, makes this distinction especially clear when distinguishing between two cases: a betrothed woman who was ravished by another man “in the town,” who is to be put to death because she presumably did not cry loud enough for others to come to her rescue, and a betrothed woman who was seized “in the field” who is considered innocent, because her cries would have been in vain (Deut 22.23–27). We may say, then, that while the determining factor in matters of sexual coercion is ostensibly the victim’s will, in truth the determining factor is the ability to externalize and reify the victim’s will through established mechanisms of measurement.

Does this quest for objective mechanisms of measurement for one’s will change at all in texts from Late Antiquity? One could expect that the newfound emphasis on intentionality in this period would remap the discourse on sexual coercion, and would generate an interest in the victim’s mental experiences more so than in the physical circumstances of the attack.14 We argue that such emphasis on mindset and mental drama can indeed be traced in late ancient texts on sexual coercion: as we will see, several texts do offer deliberations on the vicissitudes of women’s will in the course of sexual encounters and on the machinations of their inner drama – deliberations that are without precedent in earlier discussions of sexual assault. However, these deliberations on women’s subjective will do not result in a stronger confidence in the victim’s agency, interiority, or volition. Instead, this emphasis ultimately introduces new mechanisms of measurement, or new “objective” criteria for “real rape.” We contend that late ancient authors’ attempts to establish such criteria are propelled by a categorical problem. On the one hand, these authors maintain that free women have a will of their own (if they do not, they cannot be held to moral and religious standards). On the other hand, they realize that sexual coercion cases necessarily mean that a woman’s will can be forcibly overturned by the will of another. The notion of a free and willing agent who is nonetheless not entirely free — not because of inner constraints but because

14. Changing attitudes toward virginity in the course of the fourth and fifth centuries serve as an interesting point of comparison here. As Michael Rosenberg noted, during this period we see a gradual shift from a physiological definition of virginity, which focuses on the intactness of the hymen, to a mental approach that scrutinizes the woman’s spiritual prowess and commitment to chastity. Rosenberg rightly identifies Augustine as the most avid proponent of the latter approach; see Michael Rosenberg, Signs of Virginity: Testing Virgins and Making Men in Late Antiquity (New York: Oxford University Press, 2018), 182–205. However, as we shall see, in matters of rape Augustine does not distinguish the mental and the physical from each other quite so neatly.
of outer constraints — creates a conundrum for those authors, which they attempt to resolve in several ways, as we now turn to demonstrate.

**Rape and coercion in late ancient texts: models of objective subjectivity**

A free status and sexual autonomy were deeply intertwined in the ancient world.\(^1\) Whereas a free man exercised his status through open sexual access to those subordinate to him (men and women alike),\(^2\) for a free woman, sex was a manifestation of virtue, and virtue was a manifestation of freedom itself.\(^3\) A woman demonstrated her virtue and thereby her freedom through her chastity, either by reserving herself for her husband only or by remaining a virgin. In both Christian and Jewish late ancient texts we see men taking upon themselves the “womanly” model of sexual autonomy, namely, demonstrating their freedom — and more importantly, the freedom of their will — by abstaining from sex altogether or at least abstaining from all forms of *porneia* or *fornicatio* (that is, sex with anyone but one’s own wife).\(^4\) For men, however, the decision to practice sexual virtue as well as one’s success or failure in keeping this decision were primarily or exclusively a matter of grappling with one’s own conscience. In contrast, women’s failures to maintain their chastity, whether willful or not, had a profound impact on their lives and the lives of those around them.

Women who were raped were often reviled by their husbands, relatives, and communities, and relegated to the status of prostitutes.\(^5\) Such repercussions were particularly common in the aftermath of captivity or military invasion.\(^6\)

---


Sexual assault was common enough in times of peace, but it was par for the course in times of war, in which the conquest of land is routinely accompanied by conquest of the enemy’s women, whose bodies were considered both loot of war and outlet for aggression. Late Antiquity was a time rife with violence, as part of which women were taken captive, abused, and sold on a regular basis, and their “violation” by outsiders was not a personal problem of recovery and reckoning, but a problem of families, villages, churches, and courts. A woman who was “defiled” by the enemy was a victim, but she also carried in her very body the traces of the enemy. To be sure, not only women but also men (especially young, attractive men) were taken captive and were used as sexual playthings in situations of war or conquest. Late ancient texts that address this phenomenon certainly regard it as devastating, but it nonetheless does not hold the same set of long-term consequences for the victims, since men were not incorrigibly despoiled by illicit sex as women were thought to be.

In an array of late ancient sources that address the issue of sexual coercion, the “official” line is clear: a woman (whether a virgin or married) who was forced into a non-marital sexual act against her will bears no moral responsibility whatsoever and should not suffer any negative consequences as a result. Augustine introduces this principle in the clearest terms when he discusses the issue of Christian women who were brutally raped during the sack of Rome in 410 C.E. “There will be no pollution, if the lust is another’s; if there is pollution, the lust is not another’s,” he wrote, maintaining that since one’s purity is a virtue of mind and not body, it cannot be lost when the body is attacked unless the mind is consenting. Augustine continued to mock the Romans’ admiration
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for Lucretia, Collatinus’s wife who was coerced into sexual relations with King
Tarquin’s son and, after confessing what happened, proceeded to kill herself.25
He asserts that there are only two possibilities: either Lucretia truly did not con-
sent to the act, in which case she is guilty of murdering an innocent woman
when committing suicide, or she did in fact consent to the act, in which case
she is an adulteress. Either way, Lucretia is the only one who can know which
of these two options is true (ipsa tantummodo nosse poterat). While Augustine is
guided here primarily by his strong anti-suicide agenda,26 it is important to ob-
serve that he describes rape as matter ultimately given to the judgment of the
victim’s conscience: only she knows if she consented or not, and only she can
determine the repercussions for herself, which for Augustine means either exon-
eration or penance.

Like Augustine, late ancient Jewish and Christian legal authors maintained
that if a woman truly and genuinely did not desire a sex act, she is entirely inno-
cent. “All those who are coerced are exempt [from punishment],” determines
the Midrash Sifre on Deuteronomy (composed in Roman Palestine in the third
century C.E.),27 and Basil of Caesarea asserts: “Women who have been cor-
ruped by force should be deemed guiltless.”28 But unlike Augustine, several
such authors make the point that the question of what the woman truly wanted
is very much a matter of public concern and is not limited to her own con-
science. In particular, the question of rape as opposed to consensual sex is perti-
nent in assessing whether a woman can go back to her husband or fiancé in the
aftermath of abduction or captivity.

(99x615)
According to the Mishnah, a Jewish legal codex compiled in Roman Palestine in the early third century C.E., a woman who was raped or taken captive (the latter of which was assumed to entail rape) is allowed to go back to her husband (or more accurately: her husband is allowed to take her back). This is provided that her husband is not a priest (kohen), who according to Levitical law may not be married to a woman who has had sex with anyone but him. Moreover, according to the Mishnah, the Kettubah writ (marriage agreement) customarily entails the clause “if you will be taken captive, I will redeem you and restore you as my wife,” which suggests that a layperson must take his wife back.29 The Tosefta, a contemporaneous or slightly later compilation, leaves this decision to the husband’s discretion: it rules that the husband must redeem his wife only if she was taken captive for the purposes of ransom (in which case her captors are less likely to have raped her), but if she was taken captive “by the empire” — that is, on account of political upheaval, which almost necessarily entails rape — he does not have to redeem her. In either case, it is up to him whether to restore her as his wife or not, but he must pay her the marriage settlement if he is to let her go.30 Similar considerations can be found in Christian sources: The Council of Ancyra of 314 C.E. decreed that “virgins who have been betrothed, and who have afterwards been carried off by others, shall be restored to those to whom they had formerly been betrothed, even though they may have suffered violence by the ravisher.”31 Basil, making the same ruling in his letter to Amphilochius from 375 C.E., mentions that it is the fiancé’s choice in each case whether he wishes to accept the woman or separate from her.32 These rulings clearly convey both the general conviction that a woman who was raped is (in principle) faultless, and the acknowledgment that this woman is likely to suffer grave consequences when attempting to return to her previous life despite her faultlessness.

Yet when late ancient authors venture to assess what constitutes sexual coercion, and what kinds of cases of illicit sex render the woman blameless or blameworthy, they are confronted with a problem that is not only juridical, but also and perhaps primarily philosophical: how can a woman be seen as possessing

free will and devoid of free will at the same time? Obviously, if she is to be punished only when she wanted the sexual act, she is considered to be a free willing subject; but the very idea that the sexual act took place despite her will and that she could do nothing to prevent it suggests that she is not in fact a free willing subject. Put differently, if a woman’s autonomy is measured by her sexual chastity, then it must be assumed that she is fully in charge of her sexual chastity; but if we exonerate her in the case of rape it means that her sexual chastity, and hence her autonomy, are not in her own hands. To be sure, rape is quintessentially different from other violent crimes, such as robbery or assault, since robbery victims do not operate within a system in which their free status is encapsulated in their willful determination not to be robbed. More importantly, in other violent crimes it is not the victim who must establish their state of mind at the time of the attack, and it is not on the question of the will and on the will’s ability to be known that the case hinges.

What makes the texts we will discuss below stand out is not their engagement with the question, “How can we know the woman’s true will?” – indeed, this question has been asked by legislators and jurists for millennia before and after Late Antiquity – but rather their engagement with the question of whether women have free will in sexual matters and what is the nature of this will. In other words, we see these texts, for all their generic, chronological, and geographical variety, as engaging in a shared cultural attempt to map the sexual experiences of women onto paradigms of autonomy, subjectivity, and self-determination conjured for free men. Such attempts, to the best of our knowledge, cannot be discerned prior to the third century.

The debates, rulings, and anecdotes to which we now turn should not simply be read as practical guidelines for handling evidence or testimonies in rape cases, but as attempts to resolve or undo the conundrum that such cases present, namely: How can a woman, in what concerns her sexuality, be regarded a willing subject and a will-less object at the same time? We first examine texts that resolve the conundrum by effectively eliminating the category of rape almost altogether, suggesting that more or less all sexual encounters in which women partake are ultimately willful. Then, we turn to the opposing model, in which the notion of women’s free will is relinquished, and women are presented as lacking mental autonomy in matters of sexuality. Finally, we argue that the motif of women’s suicide to avoid being raped reflects an attempt to undo the problem by transposing the conflict from the encounter between the woman and the attacker to the confines of woman’s own mind.
Maintaining free will at the expense of rape

On the face of it, the conundrum we introduced above is easily resolved if one maintains a firm categorical separation of body and mind. Will and consent are features of the mind, whereas sexual assault targets the body: thus the body as object may be violated (in the same way that a wallet may be stolen), but the mind as subject can remain free and guiltless if it truly does not consent. This is indeed Augustine’s approach to the issue of rape and sexual coercion: “Now purity is a virtue of the mind. . . what sane man will suppose that he has lost his purity if his body is seized and forced in the satisfaction of a lust that is not his own?”33 However, later in the same text, when discussing Lucretia, Augustine introduces a new variable to the equation that traverses the neat body-mind divide he upholds earlier: pleasure. He entertains the possibility that Lucretia killed herself not because she was innocent but because she was guilty, and her guilt derives from the fact that while being violently abused by Sextus, she was so overcome by her own desire (sua libidine inlecta) that her initial resistance turned into consent.34 Augustine envisions sexual pleasure as originating in the body despite one’s will.35 Thus a woman who ultimately enjoyed a coerced sexual encounter should be regarded as guilty of adultery rather than rape.

The very same scenario of resistance that eventually turns into pleasure, and thereby transforms a sex act from coerced to consensual, appears several times in Talmudic sources. The question that is debated in these sources is not whether this can happen — it is clear to the rabbis that sexual desire can naturally and unwittingly emerge in the woman during a coerced sex act — but whether such involuntary pleasure truly counts as consent and renders the woman culpable. In the Babylonian Talmud (compiled around the sixth century C.E., but containing an abundance of earlier material), a rabbi identified as “Shmuel’s father” (who can be dated without certainty to the early third century) makes the ruling that any married woman who was raped, even the wife of a layperson, cannot go back to her husband. The reason provided — probably by a redactor later than

33. Augustine, City of God 1.18. Augustine may well be alluding here to Lucretia’s own words as they are narrated by Livy in Ab urbe condita 1.38: “Only my body has been violated, my mind is innocent (ceterum corpus est tantum violatum, animus insonus),”


35. Webb (“On Lucretia”) attempts to reject this reading of Augustine, but is not entirely convincing.
Shmuel’s father – is that “we are to fear that while she was coerced in the beginning, she was willing in the end” (tehilata be-ones ve-sofa be-ratzon). Shmuel’s father, or the redactor who explains his opinion, has no qualms about the principle that when a woman truly did not desire a sex act she is innocent and can return to her marriage: he has qualms about the notion that the woman’s will can be assumed to be stable throughout the entire act. Even if it can be verified without doubt that the act was initiated entirely against the woman’s will, how can we know that she did not ultimately consent to it in her heart? For Shmuel’s father, as for Augustine, pleasure (even involuntary pleasure) is an iteration of free will.

The anonymous Talmud later on inquires whether there is any case at all that qualifies as “real rape” (one that would allow a woman to go back to her husband) according to Shmuel’s father, and replies that that would only be a case in which “there are witnesses that she screamed from beginning to end.” The anonymous Talmud puts forth an extreme, not to say impossible, mechanism of measurement to assess a case of sexual coercion as rape. The likelihood that any real-life rape case would ever comply with this harsh standard is so miniscule that the very category of rape is effectively nullified. The assumption put forth here is that if a sex act took place, then on some level or other the woman wanted it.

Although not concerned with the overlap of pleasure and will, Constantine’s harsh ruling on the abduction of virgins from 320 C.E. subscribes to the same principle — namely, that if a sex act took place the woman should be regarded, at least to some extent, as a willing agent. While Constantine maintains that a young girl who was raped (rapuerit) against her will should not suffer a punishment so grave as one who was willingly seduced (volentem abduxerit), he decrees that even rape victims cannot go entirely unpunished, because if they truly wanted to avoid being raped “they could have kept themselves chaste at home up to the time of their marriage and when, if the doors were broken by the audacity of the ravisher, the girls could have obtained the aid of neighbors by their cries and could have defended themselves by all their efforts.” Constantine’s concern is not
whether the rape victim ultimately enjoyed it (and thereby, presumably, consented), but rather whether she did everything possible to avoid being raped (which she obviously did not, because if she had done everything possible she would not have been raped). Both the Talmud commenting on Shmuel’s father and Constantine thus create impossible scenarios of “real rape” in which the victim is innocent, and either assume or detect an element of willingness — or insufficient lack of willingness — on her end in all other cases.

Each one of these three texts grapples with the question of how a woman can be a willing subject and a will-less object at the same time, and establishes stringent mechanisms of measurement to maintain the notion that women are autonomous willing subjects. Whereas Augustine utilizes a strict mind/body division in order to maintain that a woman can be both, his discussion of bodily pleasure as a particular formation of will collapses and blurs the very division he tries to uphold. For Shmuel’s father and his anonymous interpreters, ultimate consent due to sexual pleasure is the presumed default in a case of rape, and therefore a woman is to be considered willing until proven otherwise. Constantine, on his end, puts forth that the very fact that a sexual assault took place assumes some level of willfulness. In all three cases, the assumption that a woman is possessed of will and sexual autonomy leads to a significant limitation or even effective abrogation of the category of rape.

Maintaining rape at the expense of free will

Shmuel’s father’s view that involuntary sexual pleasure is tantamount to will was not the only rabbinic view on the matter. An anonymous ruling in the Palestinian Talmud (compiled around 400 C.E.) presents a position according to which a woman who was “coerced in the beginning but willing in the end” is permitted to return to her husband, that is, is not guilty of adultery. A poignant anecdote immediately follows to illustrate this ruling: it is told of a woman who came to Rabbi Yohanan and said that she was raped. When he asked her “and did you not enjoy it?” she replied: “If a man dips another’s finger in honey and places it in his mouth on the Day of Atonement, is it not bad for him, but in the end is it not pleasant for him?” Rabbi Yohanan accepted her answer (and presumably allowed her to go back to her husband, assuming that this was the legal matter at hand).38 The woman in this anecdote does not deny that she

---

enjoyed the sexual act that was forced upon her. Rather, she asserts that her enjoyment is not tantamount to will and does not turn her into an adulteress: one can sometimes enjoy something against one’s will, she says, like one being forced to taste something sweet on a holy fast day.

In the Babylonian Talmud, the fourth-century rabbi Rava expresses the same ruling even more forcefully: “Whoever was coerced in the beginning and willing in the end, even if she says: ‘leave him [the rapist] alone’ and that if he would not claim her she would hire him – is permitted [to return to her husband]. What is the reason? He [the rapist] took over her with desire (literally: he clothed her with desire, yetzer albesha).” According to Rava, even a woman who explicitly pronounces her ongoing desire for her rapist is considered a victim of “real rape” and is innocent of adultery.

It is easy to dismiss these discussions of women “coerced in the beginning but willing in the end” or women taken with desire as evidence of male fantasies that women actually enjoy being raped, or of a misogynistic premise that women’s libido is so gargantuan that they cannot help being overcome by it. While these elements may certainly be present here, it is important to note that these discussions also present conflicting and troubled deliberations on the questions of what the will is, how the will works, and how the will can be truly known. Whereas Shmuel’s father (and Augustine) claim that pleasure, even if involuntary, counts as “will,” and the woman in the Palestinian Talmud suggests that the will and pleasure are two separate categories, Rava (or, again, the anonymous redactor interpreting his position) maintains that pleasure nullifies the will. In the apt words of Ishay Rosen-Zvi, “the very appearance of desire turned the act from volitional to coerced [. . .] the man who raped the woman forcefully ‘clothed her’ with desire, and made her want the rest of the act reluctantly. Her will itself turned into [a form of] rape.”

The range of these positions significantly complicate the view that the will is fully controllable, or even fully knowable, by the individual who possesses it.

Whereas the anecdote in the Palestinian Talmud presents a woman as a legal agent who is capable not only of accounting for herself but also of shrewdly arguing her own case, Rava’s position in the Babylonian Talmud is conveyed

through an extreme case of a woman who continues to be infatuated with her attacker even after the sexual act is over, a woman who, he ascertains, cannot be taken at her word. A rape victim, according to Rava, is not someone who was involved in a sex act despite her will but one who in the process lost her will altogether, such that her self-report about her will is inconsequential. Rava, then, resolves the conundrum of a willing subject/will-less object in the opposite manner to that of Shmuel’s father: whereas Shmuel’s father dismisses the category of rape in order to maintain the notion that women have free will, Rava dismisses (or significantly limits) women’s ability for free will in order to maintain the category of rape.

Here too we can find resonance (although, in all likelihood not any direct connection) between the position of a Babylonian rabbi and that of a Roman imperial legislator. Justinian’s ruling on rape from 528 C.E. similarly suggests that rape victims should be seen as devoid of agency, because their own will was effectively taken over by the will of the attacker: “no reproach can be brought against the woman, whether she gave her consent or not. . . For unless a man solicited her, and deceived her by his detestable arts, he did not induce her to submit to such dishonor.”41 Justinian’s guiding assumption is diametrically opposed to that of Constantine: whereas Constantine holds that passive unwillingness still implies willingness, Justinian, like Rava, holds that even active willingness is a form of passive unwillingness. Although Justinian does not speak specifically about sexual pleasure taking over the woman, but rather about deceit and trickery on the man’s side, his view is similar to that of Rava insofar as both question women’s ability to know what they really want, or perhaps even to want anything truly freely – at least when it comes to sex.

Again, we do not purport to argue that there is any direct connection or even acquaintance between the Talmudic rabbis and the Roman legislators. In fact, we find those resonances interesting specifically because such connections can hardly be assumed. Rather, we propose that the reverberations between those texts speak to the ubiquity of the problem that underlies them in disparate late ancient cultures: How is it possible for the free will of one person to be overcome by the will of another person? The two solutions conjured, simplistically put, are that either one’s will is always one’s own (and so there is scarcely such a thing as real rape), or that the person whose will was overcome did not possess true free will to begin with.

Suicide and the inner drama of free will

The texts we have seen share the premise that women’s own testimony regarding their consent to a sexual act should be weighed with much suspicion and doubt or not be taken into account at all. Consent must ultimately be assessed through objective criteria, which we have called here “mechanisms of measurement.” The problem is that within a paradigm of free will, will translates into action: if one truly wants to remain sexually chaste, one would remain sexually chaste. The most objective criterion through which to assess a woman’s will is therefore her actions, and since her actions are, at the end of the day, an illicit sexual encounter, her will is identified with these actions until conclusively proven otherwise.

If coerced participation in a sexual act is seen either as indication of implicit willingness to do so or as indication of lack of free will, there is only one way in which one may prove beyond doubt that she truly and genuinely wanted to maintain her chastity, and that is not to allow herself to be coerced in the first place. In late ancient texts, this scenario is played out through the theme of elective suicide to avoid sexual defilement. Suicide emerges as a way to circumvent the problem of free will in conjunction with rape, because it introduces a dimension of choice into a choiceless situation. It is the ultimate and most reliable mechanism of measurement for one’s state of mind vis-à-vis a sexual encounter, since it substitutes incongruence of will and action with congruence of will and action.

The motif of women’s willingness to be killed by others in order to maintain their chastity is prevalent in late ancient (as well as medieval) Christian literature, with Thecla serving as the most quintessential example. Various sources, however, indicate that when a Christian woman, particularly a virgin, is facing rape in a situation of war or captivity, it is legitimate and indeed heroic for her to take her own life. In Against Jovinian Jerome relates at length and with great approval a series of stories of Greek and Roman virgins who killed themselves (or one another) to avoid sexual defilement, and in another place he asserts explicitly: “In persecutions it is not lawful to commit suicide except when one’s chastity is jeopardized.” Similarly, Ambrose writes to his sister Marcellina about “the merits of those who have thrown themselves from heights or

drowned themselves in a river in order not to fall into the hands of their pur-
suers” and asserts that “with respect to virgins placed in a situation of constraint, we have a clear judgment [that their suicide is legitimate], since this is a case of martyrdom.” Ambrose, On Virgins 7.32 asserts that “with respect to virgins placed in a situation of constraint, we have a clear judgment [that their suicide is legitimate], since this is a case of martyrdom.”

He continues to relate in detail the stories of Pelagia of Antioch and his own relative Soteris who killed themselves during the persecutions of Diocletian so as not to be abused by slaves or soldiers. The motif of suicide to avoid rape and compromise of chastity also recurs in the writings of Eusebius, who does not limit it to virgins but mentions married or widowed women as well, from Domina and her two daughters Berenice and Prosdocia to the brave Christian wives of Roman senators during the treacherous reign of Maxentius.

While rabbinic texts are unequivocal that one should always choose death over violation of sexual prohibitions, they usually do not explicitly endorse suicide in such cases like the Christian texts we mentioned above. One notable narrative, however, does idealize suicide as a heroic way to prevent sexual violation. The Palestinian version of the story appears in Midrash Lamentations Rabbah, commonly dated to the late fifth century C.E. It is told that in the aftermath of the Jewish revolt Vespasian filled three boats with men and women of Jerusalem, who were destined to be placed in a brothel in Rome. The men asked the women: “is that what you want?” to which they responded with a resounding “no!” The men then said: “if they, who are accustomed to it (i.e., to sex with men), do not wish for it, all the more so we [should avoid it].” The captives then raise the question whether they will still have a place in the World to Come if they throw themselves into the sea, and God responds by reminding them of the verse “I will bring them back from Bashan, I will bring them back from the depths of the sea” (Psalm 68:22). The men and women then all proceed to throw themselves off the boat. In the Babylonian version of the story, it is not men and women but young boys and girls who choose
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suicide over the brothel, with the girls jumping into the sea first and the boys following their lead.\(^{50}\) In a much later Jewish text, Abraham Ibn Daud’s *Book of Traditions* from the 12th century, this narrative receives a new iteration, telling of four Jewish captives who were traveling on a ship to be sold as slaves. When the wife of one of the four realizes that the captain of the ship intends to rape her, she asks her husband whether one who throws oneself into the sea would be resurrected, in response to which he quotes the same verse from Ps 68.\(^{51}\) The woman immediately drowns herself, thus creating a role model for generations of Jewish women.\(^{52}\)

To be sure, exemplary narratives of women who killed themselves to avoid rape are by no means a novel late ancient phenomenon. What is remarkable about the championing of such narratives by late ancient Jews and Christians is, first, the fact that their authors usually object to suicide on any other grounds, and second, the fact that these authors subscribe in theory to the notion that rape victims are not blameworthy. In idealizing women who choose to kill themselves rather than be raped, late ancient authors are not only indicating that in their view rape is a fate worse than death: they are also bypassing the problem that sexual coercion poses within a paradigm of free will that rests on a notion of a free, masculine subject. Suicide to avoid rape transposes the drama from the outer realm to the inner realm: instead of one person’s will being subdued and overcome by the will of another, we have a single “will” negotiating two options — rape or death — and actively and independently choosing one of them. Thereby, potential rape victims can be located alongside Christian martyrs or Jewish “sanctifiers of the name,” heroes who are heralded for a brave choice they made, for the victory of their own agency and free will. Ironically, being subject to a threat of a will-less encounter was exactly what transformed these women into legibly will-full agents, paragons of the free will at its noblest forms.

### 3. CONCLUSION

As historians who work most closely with Judaism and Christianity, we could have parsed the stories and rulings about women under the threat of sexual assault according to their respective religious contexts. As we have noted, the
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premise behind most of the rulings on Christian wives subject to assault could be framed as a reflection of the importance of chastity in early Christianity. Similar themes emerge when the stories of Jewish women are considered within the bounds of Jewish culture: we could easily place all the Jewish women discussed in a tradition of Jews who opt out of shameful acts for the “sanctification of the name,” even at great cost to themselves. In that mode of scholarship, both collections of sources could, in theory, do a version of what they do in the traditions they inhabit. They could represent an essential feature of the tradition by distilling an idealized piety that encapsulates what Judaism is, or will be, or what Christianity is, or will be. Yet we chose not to prioritize the religious tradition in which each of the narratives we discussed had been transmitted.

We made that decision in part because of what we wished to investigate. Piety, as a concept, bears in it a shadow of what also characterizes the discourse of the troubled will—a centering of the individual. Most scholars of Late Antiquity acknowledge that this period is marked by the rise of “inner subjects” whose mental dramas and whose private vicissitudes of will define their personhood, identity, and piety. Both Jews and Christians scrutinized the individual, constructing it and blurring it in their writings, and their turn to this facet of human experience seems to offer a certain depth, even a kind of modernity, to late ancient thought. Yet, if this turn to the interior was an enrichment of discourse, it also came at a price. The fact that so many of the surviving texts that even glancingly consider ethical action focus on this one kind of dilemma—the drama of the divided subject—means that other kinds of dilemmas are treated meagerly, if at all. As the texts we have reviewed in this essay make clear, late ancient writers lacked the resources, and perhaps the inclination, to contend with malevolence, or assault, or harm to persons beyond themselves. Ostensibly, the women in these hypothetical situations had been acted upon, but the habits of thought in late ancient considerations of rape did not allow

for or include engagement with the forceful exercise of one person’s will over another person’s will. Instead, the crux of the problem, as late ancient Jews and Christians alike imagined it, lay with discerning the assaulted woman’s will, her interiority—an advancement of sorts, and yet still a failure.

By pointing out the places where late ancient reflections on the will in these traditions are shallow, or insufficient to the task, we may seem to be unwittingly committing the sin historians try so hard to avoid, namely presentism. However, late ancient Jews and Christians themselves had a notion of sexual assault; they agreed, in principle, that a wrong occurred when a woman was forced to have sex against her will. We have argued that their explorations of that wrong, their mitigations of it, reveal as much about their conceptions of the will as do the more traditionally-studied texts about the subject, and perhaps more. Our accounting of Jewish and Christian imagined scenarios of sexual assault also reveals that a fuller range of sources can be explored to grasp late ancient ethical reasoning; the texts that display failures and weaknesses in a system of thought are as valuable for comprehending it as are the texts that project the system’s control of a problem.

More important than even the ancient awareness of the wrong of sexual assault, though, is this question: what harm does it do to fathom the shallow points of an ancient system of ethical thought? Why would either of these traditions need to be defended from a critical engagement with what they were able to visualize and what they were not able to visualize, whom they were able to grant indelible agency and whom they were not? As the imaginations and ways of knowing in ancient cultures become more and more subjects for our study, the peculiarity of just who could be a willing, or an unwilling, subject in these systems should also be a part of our investigations.